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Personal Development & Motivational Activities
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who we are

We are an events management company based in Farnborough, Hampshire, offering team building, conference
production, private parties and wedding services. The company was founded in 2000 and we are extremely proud to
have managed and produced over 16,000 events since then!

Our philosophy of business is simple; to offer our customers a truly unforgettable event.

Firebird Events: Specialising in Wedding and Event Management, Party Entertainment and venue dressing. Our event
services include; party planning, lighting, entertainment, décor, theming, cabaret and celebrity appearances, games,
dance floors, discotheques, fireworks, furniture, videography, draping, staging, musicians, marquees and much more.

Firebird Productions: Comprehensive conference, fashion show, awards and event production services including; Set
design, staging, AV, sound, lighting, voting keypads, multimedia, translation booths, transport, logistics, health &
safety consultancy, website registration, delegate management.

Works Wonders: In-house Team Building department offering one of the most comprehensive team building services
in the UK. Over 100 fantastic team building activities to choose from. Our hands-on, fun approach will ensure the
team are engaged in the activities and take what they have learnt back into the workplace.
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team building

Together Everyone Achieves More…
At Firebird Events, we are able to supply a comprehensive range of team building, developmental and
motivational services including theoretical and practical seminars, motivational speakers and a varied
selection of hands-on team building activities. Our activities are generally fun based and designed to
enhance team and management skills including leadership, communication, trust, personal development
and task achievement. Every service is tailored to your exact requirements to ensure that your short and
long-term goals are secured.

Our professionally trained and qualified staff ensure that your delegates always feel comfortable and
gain the most out of their sessions. Our activities are flexible for any age, ability and group size. Our
professionally trained operators and event managers ensure that your delegates are able to participate
comfortably and confidently and gain the most out of their sessions. Activities can, of course, be
developed around your own specific requirements and we would be delighted to be challenged by your
ideas.

Please call us on 01252 545654.

We were very impressed by your professionalism and enthusiasm - PRICOA FINANCIAL  

The teams worked so well together - AXA INSURANCE 

An excellent package, thank you - MARKS & SPENCER PLC 

The event was fantastic - COUTTS BANK 

We cannot thank you enough - IBM

Your team did a great job - BLACKBERRY 

Everyone I have spoken to had an amazing time - VIRGIN MEDIA 



The Activities (choose 4 - 5 activities plus a finale) 

• The BIG Picture - Teams paints part of a picture. When all teams have completed their 

artwork, the picture will later fit together to make one group masterpiece!

• Paper Projects - Teams contributes towards creating a dinosaur skeleton (anatomically 

correct of course) out of paper rods!

• Loony Balloons - Teams contributes towards creating a scene made entirely of balloons! 

• Piece of Cake - Teams must decorate an elaborate cake! The first team will set the scene 

and the following teams will add their contributions to the cake in order to create a group 

show-stopper! Cakes will then be stacked into an impressive tiered team cake extravaganza!

• Comic Strip Capers - One team begins a comic strip. As the rest of the 

teams follow, who knows which direction the story will take?!

• Collective Conundrums - Teams attempt some mental conundrums. 

• Over To You - Teams film part of a movie, advert, news report or 

music video using iPads and iPad filming equipment and making 

good use of the props and costumes. The following teams must 

continue the story and the finished movie can be shown at the end 

of the event.

• One Track Challenge (optional finale) - Teams build a section of a Hot 

Wheels track that will later fit together to make a fun, fast obstacle course!

• Roller Coaster (optional finale) - Teams build sections of a roller coaster 

that will fit together to make a fun fast finale!

Collective 
SOLUTIONS

Teams visit activity areas where they will complete part of a challenge. The 

challenges are on-going, so one team picks up where another left off. After 

each session, teams will have to communicate effectively in a short hand-

over period so that the following team can continue with the project. Only 

when all teams have visited the activity can the challenge be completed! 

Then of course, we’ll look at all completed projects to show what can be 

achieved with collaboration, team work and a group effort!

2 – 3 hour activity 

Suitable for 10 – 200 people, indoors or outdoors

For further information and photos CLICK HERE

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/collective-solutions


A Crystal Maze themed event where teams compete in a range of team building games in order to win the most crystals

Teams visit activity zones that are categorized Physical, Mental, Mystery and Skill. In each zone there are a number of themed team building games and
activities for teams to complete. Challenges are varied to suit all skills and are specially designed to encourage attributes including communication,
logic, co-ordination, problem solving and time management. For each challenge teams are awarded crystals depending on their performance. The more
crystals teams earn, the more time they will have in the finale. In a fun and exciting finale, teams enter the inflatable crystal dome! Teams must work
against the clock to collect as many of the gold tickets as possible as they are blown around in the dome.

The Challenges: 
Physical
Team Tower - Teams must work out how to re-build the tower on an opposite space without placing a larger block on top of a smaller block.
Camping in the Dark - Team members must follow verbal instructions from a team mate to assemble a tent whilst blindfolded!

Skill
Well Balanced - Team members must pass differently weighted objects to each other without tipping the see-saw.
Slide and Seek - Teams must solve the giant slide puzzle. Only when the pieces are in the right place will the crystal be uncovered!

Mental
Toxic Waste - Teams must work out the maths formula that will allow them to divide up some extremely hazardous substance so that it is safe for disposal
Library Logic - Teams must work out how to arrange the books correctly on the bookshelf.

Mystery
Stocks & Share - Team members place their hands in the “stocks” and complete the jigsaw as a team. 
Team Skis - The whole team must position themselves onto the giant skis.
Bank Job - Teams must communicate and share information to solve the mystery.

The Finale
The Crystal Dome! - In a fun and exciting finale, teams enter the inflatable crystal dome! As the fans blow the tickets around teams must collect as many gold tickets as 
possible while avoiding the silver ones!

2 – 3.5 hour activity 
Suitable for 10 – 200 people, indoors or outdoors
Our Requirements: tables, access to 13 amp socket, ceiling height of 3.5 m for crystal dome
What’s Included: specially made team building games, PA system , crystal maze music, team packs, stationary, bonus team games and prizes
For further information and photos CLICK HERE

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/crystal-maze


Sun & Games 
Sun and Games is a perfect outdoor activity that involves a range of challenges to bring your 
teams together. It’s a great team building activity for any size group and ability, which is sure to 
test everyone’s individual strengths!

The Challenges:

• Coastguard Rescue - Coastguards must use the binoculars in order to read out the morse code message. The rest of 

the team must decipher the morse code to solve the conundrum and save the sailors. 

• Sandcastle Conundrum - Teams solve the puzzle to correctly build the sandcastle.

• Barbecue Brainteaser - Teams must solve the puzzle and then use the tongs provided to put the items in the correct 

place on the barbecue.

• Bouncy Beach Football - Teams complete a match on space hoppers! 

• English Country Garden - Teams race in wheelbarrows to water the flowers!

• Building Bridges - Teams must cross the shark infested waters! 

• Beach Towel Folding - A holiday favourite, teams make animals out of beach towels.

• Summer Camp - Teams must pitch a tent whilst blindfolded!

 

Activity Timings: 2 - 4 hours + (indoors or outdoors)

Guest Numbers: 10 – 200 

For further information and photos CLICK HERE

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/sun-and-games


A collaboration exercise that brings the whole group together in an upbeat finale.

The main objective is for the teams to design a rollercoaster that will transport a ball around a set pattern of arenas using rods! Initially each team works on their
own part of the rollercoaster design and will construct their own structure. The main objective for this project is common to all teams and success depends on
teams sharing information, knowledge, equipment and even resources to complete the final 'contraption'. Towards the end of the session teams will collaborate and
bring their sections together to create one large rollercoaster. This can be a complex project with large teams all brain storming differing designs and methods of
transporting their ball through the different arenas

The Objectives
• To demonstrate issues related to team dynamics, problem solving, time management, organisation, and leadership under time constraints.
• To practice prioritisation and time management skills.
• To stimulate creative thinking.

Results
Rollercoaster is a very engaging activity with all teams making a contribution to the end product. At the end of the session all team structures will be joined
together to create one continuous rollercoaster. The ball is set off at one end and you could hear a ‘pin drop’ as the ball runs its full course – hopefully to the end

What is included:

• Site preparation and technical coordination with venue staff
• Health and safety risk assessment and presentation of any health and safety reports
• Delivery, setting up, running and dismantling of equipment / services
• Firebird instructors, team prizes, team kits, tools and equipment 

Suitable for 10 – 400 people, indoors or outdoors. 45 minute – 2 hour activity 
Further information and photos CLICK HERE Video CLICK HERE

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/rollercoaster
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rw8MbgafUrY


 

GPS 
CHALLENGE

Using our technology, we have created a unique, interactive activity that facilitates a fun and engaging team event for your group with a competitive
twist. Based around your chosen hotel, venue, city or location, we’ll use a range of quick fire tasks and creative challenges that get teams working in
groups of five-ten to win points. The live score board ranks your success and the team with the most points at the end of the game wins. Every event
starts with an uplifting briefing from one of our experienced event managers. Each team will be supplied with a tablet loaded with the GPS challenge and
location map. Navigating the map, they will then visit a series of ‘hotspots’ to unlock tasks, answer questions and complete challenges.

With a huge variety of content, the challenge is designed to 
keep teams engaged throughout with multiple choice 
questions, video challenges, creative photos to take, invisible 
tasks to locate, timed questions and music clips to identify. 
Points are awarded for correctly completing these 
tasks, with bonus points for accuracy! The live 
scoreboard updates throughout the game to keep 
everyone on their toes and ensure a certain level 
of momentum right up until the end of the 
game. 

At the end of the event, we’ll show the best 
photos and videos from the day in an 
entertaining finale* and award prizes to each 
member of the winning team. We’ll also send 
you a link after the event with all the great 
content from the challenge for you and your 
team to enjoy time and time again!

1 – 4 hour activity

Suitable for 3 – 3000 people

Please note there is a minimum spend for this activity

For further information and photos CLICK HERE Video CLICK HERE

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/gps-challenge
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcK1Ud-GbWs


DETAILED

This event is normally run as a competition, with teams marked on ability, leadership and motivation. At the close of the
day, our compere hosts an award ceremony with humorous spot prizes and prizes for the winning team. Our team of
instructors and event managers are friendly and supportive, making every effort to ensure that your guests feel
comfortable, develop relationships with their colleagues, break though inhibitions and most importantly have a superb time.

Our country pursuits days offer an exciting mix of unusual outdoor pursuits, suitable for any age group and
ability. These activities combine to create one of the most exhilarating ways to develop relations with your
colleagues and bond your group. After an introduction and safety briefing by our event compere, teams rotate
around the activities between 30 – 60 minutes on each.

For country pursuit activities we recommend team sizes no larger than 10 people, rotations no less than 30 minutes and a maximum of 
60 minutes. i.e. for 28 people we would recommend 3 x teams of 9/10, with 3 x rotations lasting up to 3 hours

Segways (20m W x 20m L) 
Segways are two-wheeled, self-balancing, environmentally friendly machines which take riding to a whole new level. The Segway requires no special 
skills as it takes care of the balancing, and virtually anyone can use one. With street based and off road machines available, there are a multitude of 
activities Segways can be used for. 
VIDEO: CLICK HERE

Archery  (5m W x 20m L)
Have a go at this medieval hand to eye coordination sport, and allow your instructor to turn you into the next Robin Hood or Maid Marion (Green tights 
optional). Archery has been used for centuries in competition, so why not try your skill and judgment against your colleagues. All bows used are 
approximately 25 pounds recurve which are suitable for ladies, gents and children. We can also provide crossbows: £645.00 
VIDEO CLICK HERE

Laser Clay Pigeon Shooting  (55m W x 30m L)
Using de-activated 12 bore shotguns fitted with laser technology, it is possible to experience the thrill of clay shooting without the expense and danger 
of the original sport. Our friendly and expert operators will ensure that everyone can take part, making Laser Clay Shooting suitable for any event. The 
laser system is extremely accurate, and calculates your reaction time enabling a variety of different challenges including speed shoot, skeet and speed 
skeet. The activity can involve up to five participants at any time and an electronic scoreboard keeps tally. 
VIDEO CLICK HERE

Axe Throwing  (3m W x 5m L)
An unusual and fun activity. Test your accuracy and skills as you try to hit the target. 
VIDEO CLICK HERE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYcbaXhKY34
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G8QJQhTR9Sc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aovH-m-FBkQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOXXYygLezY


Duck / Geese Herding (50m x 50m)
‘One Man and his Dog’ has nothing on this! There is scope for much hilarity as guests try to control the collies and herd the ducks through an obstacle
course, under instruction from a top sheepdog handler.
VIDEO CLICK HERE

Falconry (25m x 11m) 
Under the supervision of our professional falconer, guests are invited to handle and fly these beautiful birds. Maximum participation and interaction with
the birds is encouraged. It is an unforgettable moment when a Hawk swoops out of the sky and lands on your gloved fist! Falconry fits in well with a
Multi Activity Day or as part of a Family Fun Day where displays can be held in a central arena.

Gun Dog Handling (35m x 35m)
Experienced, professional trainers bring a range of breeds such as Labradors, Spaniels, Pointers and Retrievers, along with puppies whenever possible.
Guests have close contact with the friendly and approachable dogs, learn about, and participate in training methods from simple obedience to
challenging retrieves. There is also a complex agility course to be completed as a team relay against the clock. Always a popular part of the Country
Pursuits event.
VIDEO CLICK HERE

Ferret Racing (35m x 35m)
An original way to entertain your guests with these wonderful creatures. Guests become involved with the race, entering the ferret into the pipe course
then dashing to the other end of the course encouraging their ferret to win the race. For added interest, Ferret Roulette is incorporated where the ferret
is placed in a drum with a number of exits at the base and guests bet on which exit the ferret will appear from.
VIDEO CLICK HERE

NOTES
Costs are per activity – not per head
We are very happy to provide just one or as many activities as you wish
When booking 3 or more activities a Firebird event manager is required: £POA

For further information, videos and photos CLICK HERE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C2l_srO1yeQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYq2m2AsK4A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZs3fSDvhk0
http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/country-pursuits


Group Drumming is ALWAYS a win win result, where no one participant can 
dominate the direction of the music

Drum Circle combines outrageous fun and creativity, with the enhancement of the day-to-
day skills necessary for a successful business. We are supported by REMO (the largest
drum company in the world) which enables us to offer you the largest and highest quality
instruments in the UK. We take groups of people (10-1500) and effortlessly transform
them into an exciting drumming orchestra! A Drum Circle is simply a group of people
playing together, using different sized hand drums and percussion instruments under the
guidance of our superb Drum Facilitator (the "Conductor"). Within a very short space of
time we can mould your company's "Orchestra" using simple African and Samba rhythms.

Drumming has been used as a form of communication throughout history. 
From ancient tribes, to armies of the world; from religious ceremonies, to 
music therapy in medicine, rhythm surrounds and permeates every aspect 
of our daily lives. Our drumming events are the perfect combination of a
highly entertaining activity and a practical team experience. We provide 
high impact facilitators to energise the room and deliver new challenges 
that promote commitment and focus. The workshop is a creative 
platform for new individual expression and will transform your 
group into a high performance drumming team!

Benefits: Promotes high energy fun, highlight business 
messages, transcends hierarchy, age and cultural barriers, 
brings departments together, creates a unique company sound.

30 minutes – 2 hour activity 
Suitable for 1 – 200+, indoors or outdoors

For further information and photos CLICK HERE
Video CLICK HERE

 

 

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/drum-circle
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIGHbxRNsxs


A fun and creative film making event where teams direct, film and 
edit a movie using iPad Air. Teams are given a brief for the subject of 
their films. The theme could be anything from making a short film, 
documentary, music video, promotional video or an advert or 
something specific to the company.

Teams then plan their storyboards for their films and assign their 
team roles, deciding who will be the director and who will be in 
charge of filming, sound, costumes, location, acting and editing.

Armed with tripods, lighting and microphone booms, and with
access to our extensive collection of fancy dress costumes and
props, teams then get creative and film their movies.

Once the film are “in the can” teams edit their movies using pre-installed apps, where they 
can zoom, cut, and add film effects such as black and white or speed settings. They can 
also choose from a bank of sound effects and music to create their soundtrack.

As a fun finale, teams’ movies are shown on our large screen and the winning team 
receive their prizes in a closing awards ceremony. We can also award spot prizes 
for other teams for categories such as best costume, best editing and best actors.

3 - 4 hour activity

Suitable for 10 – 150 people

For further information and photos CLICK HERE

 

iPad

Movie

Making

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/ipad-movie-making


The whole group must reproduce a giant size masterpiece. They are split into teams of 6 to 8 delegates and each team
completes a section of the final artwork. This is not as easy as it sounds as they need to collect information, blue prints
and paints to achieve this. Participants do not have to be artistic to join in and there is something for everyone. The
final result can be quite breath taking and teams are amazed at what they have achieved. As part of the overall
challenge teams will need to complete a series of mini challenges. These challenges involve logical quizzes, puzzles,
mental challenges, visual tasks and even some engineering. There really is something for everyone!

Objectives

• To be aware of the bigger picture rather than focusing on individual tasks
• To build trust between the teams
• To test team dynamics, problem solving, time management, organisation & leadership within the time constraints
• To revitalise a one team philosophy
• To demonstrate that teamwork gets better results than working alone

At the end of the session the individual canvases will be joined together to create a
famous painting. At previous events the standard of the final masterpiece has been
very high and most companies take their canvases away to be put up in their offices.

What is included

• Site preparation and technical coordination with venue staff
• Health and safety risk assessment and presentation of any health and safety reports
• Delivery, setting up, running and dismantling of equipment / services
• Team prizes, experienced art tutors, disposable aprons for all guests
• Table covers, display panels for finished masterpiece
• High quality artists canvases, acrylic paints, materials, tools and equipment.

1 – 2.5 hour activity

Suitable for 10 – 600 people, indoors or outdoors

For further information and photos CLICK HERE Video CLICK HERE

This is everyone's chance to paint a masterpiece
just like those famous painters, Picasso, Matisse and Dali.

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/art-masterpiece
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BxUASI5IQQ


Loony Balloons 

Perfect as a team building activity, conference breakout or as evening entertainment over dinner. Teams
learn the art of balloon modelling before working together to create a masterpiece! Teams are given a
lesson and demonstration by a professional balloon modeller. Here they will learn professional techniques
such as bending, coiling and the many different types of twist. Once teams are confident with their new
found techniques, things get creative in one of the following activities:

Balloon Hats

Everyone gets creative to produce their very own balloon hat. Teams are supplied with colourful balloons and, with a
little help from the Professional balloon modeller, everyone will look ridiculous!

Team Sculpture

Teams represent themselves through the medium of balloons! Each team must create a balloon sculpture that they feel
reflects their team. This may comprise of lots of small sculptures or one big sculpture. Representatives from each team
will describe what they have made and how it represents them.

Balloon Landmarks

Each team is given a picture of a famous land mark that they must attempt to recreate. Projects can include the Eiffel
Tower, the Statue of Liberty, The London Eye and even the Sphynx!

Film Icon

Teams recreate an icon from a famous movie. Projects can include King Kong, the Delorean car from Back to the
Future, the Stay Puffed Marshmallow Man, The Bat Mobile, The Terminator and many more!

Table Centres

A nice idea for a pre-dinner or conference activity. Teams design and create their very own table centres from balloons,
which can then be admired for the rest of the event.

1 – 2 hour activity

Suitable for 10 – 200 people, indoors or outdoors

For further information and photos CLICK HERE

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/loony-balloons


A cookery activity where teams have a go at making and decorating their own sweet
treats! Inspired by the Great British Bake Off, teams get creative by taking part in the
nation’s favourite activity of the moment – baking! Each team will have their own cook
station, with mini oven, as well as recipe cards and all the necessary equipment they will
need to help them create their team treats.

Our expert chefs will be there to give advice, tips and techniques, so everyone can be confident
that they can achieve something delicious, no matter how bad a cook they may think they are!
Teams are given different recipes so that the group as a whole produces a wide variety of cakes
and treats. Projects can include petit fours, macaroons, fruit tarts, fondant fancies, lemon
meringues, cookies, cupcakes and many more!

What we require

• Indoor space, 1 table per team, with chairs
• 3 trestle tables for equipment 

• Option to have the fire alarms turned off in the activity room

Once their treats are baked to perfection, teams then make them look good enough to eat by decorating them with
icing, sweets, toppings and sparkles. This event can be held as a competition, with a prize for the winning team, or can
be run as a relaxing collaborative event where the reward is for everyone to share and enjoy their treats together! As a
fun conclusion to the activity, guests can then socialise whilst enjoying their sweet treats. Any leftovers can be proudly
packaged in ribbon-tied bags to take away. We will also give each guest some recipe cards, so that they can continue to
explore their new-found baking talents at home!

What is included

• Event manager and first aid and food hygiene trained staff 
• Cooking utensils and equipment, mobile cookers, 
• Cake decorating / sugar crafting tools and equipment
• Ingredients, recipe cards, serving trays and cake stands
• Bags and ribbons (for guests to take their treats home in)
• Table covers, gloves, aprons, props, costumes, team packs and stationery 
• Fun prizes

2 – 4 hour activity

Suitable for 5 – 200 people, indoors

For further information and photos CLICK HERE

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/bake-off


Our chocolate factory challenge team building event is a real treat! Similar to the challenge seen on “The Apprentice”,
teams must invent a brand new box of chocolates!

Brief: Teams begin by inventing their new chocolates. With a wide range of chocolate making ingredients, teams can choose different
types of melted chocolate and a whole host of delicious fillings. Once stocked up on treats things really get creative!! Teams combine their
ingredients and then smother them in melted chocolate. The finishing touches are then applied with icing, toppings and sprinkles etc.

Teams then develop their chocolate brand by giving it a catchy name and designing and making the packaging. Ingredients and
packaging materials are priced, so teams will need to keep an eye on costs and decide how they will price their product to make the best
profit. Teams then pitch their product, brand and marketing strategy in a presentation to the judges and as a fun finale, teams perform
their own advert! Bonus points can be earned by completing additional fun team games, such as a quiz on the chocolate industry and a
piping bag challenge. Prizes will be awarded to the winning team and everyone can make and decorate some chocolates to take home
with them… Yum!

Objectives: Encourage innovative thinking, develop business skills, stimulate creativity, improve time management, demonstrate budget
control, promote healthy competition, build team spirit and develop communication skills.

 

 

What Is Included 

✓ Chocolate making tools and equipment
✓ Event manager and food hygiene trained instructors
✓ Ingredients, craft materials, information packs and stationery
✓ Table covers, gloves, aprons, props, and costumes 
✓ fun prizes

Our Requirements

✓ The use of a fridge/freezer
✓ Chairs / tables for delegates
✓ Preferably a large cool room 
✓ Hand washing facilities near 

to the room

1 – 3 hour Activity

Suitable for 10 – 200 people, indoors

For further information and photos CLICK HERE Video CLICK HERE

 

 

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/chocolate-factory
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zrPiImm-tgo&feature=youtu.be


1 – 2.5 hour activity 
Suitable for 10 – 300 people

For further information and photos CLICK HERE

This fully interactive package encourages teams to battle it out behind our stylish mobile cocktail bars, with detailed instruction from some of the UK’s
leading cocktail performers. Be prepared for some serious fun while you learn how to mix the perfect cocktail and serve in style. Our team of expert cocktail
barmen will help you to mix, taste and present some of world’s most exotic and delicious drinks

• The Workshop -Within the workshop our barmen will teach your delegates the basic
techniques to become world class cocktail barmen/women. The areas covered include:

• Liquor Knowledge - Learn which spirits go well together and where spirits / liquors come
from.

• Flairing (bottle juggling) - After a demonstration from one of our expert bartenders your
guests will be invited to try their hand at this entertaining art. (Bounce mats and plastic
bottles provided!)

• Procedure- The teams are shown the particulars of producing classic cocktails.

• Front bar skills - Your delegates are taught service skills, including pouring cocktails with
flair!

• The Finale - Nearing the end of the session teams are asked to design a cocktail with a
suitable name, the idea being that they incorporate all skills learned in the workshop…
including flairing! The teams are invited up to the bar to present their creation, with the
other teams and trainers as spectators.

What is included - Competition winning cocktail flair bartenders, specialist cocktail equipment, shakers and
all accompaniments, bespoke menus, bounce mats, 1.5m - 3m bar (please make sure venue doors are 1.0m
wide), glass ware, premium spirits, soft drinks, exotic fruits and ice

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/cocktail-making


Let us bring you all the fun and thrills of a night at the races… Experience the raw excitement of a flutter on the 
horses and hold on for a nail-biting, action packed evening in the comfort of your chosen venue.

Our Horse Racing nights are typically run between courses or at the end of dinner - whatever the type of your event, 
you are sure to back a real winner… Our compere will present the 6 – 8 races with eight runners in each, using video 
screen projection / plasma screens together with a professional sound system and interval music. Tote tickets and 
race cards are provided for your delegates. 

Each table acts as a team and must decide which horse to back and what they are prepared to gamble at the 
tote desk. Each race is provided with a full commentary detailing the front runners and all races have close 
finishes with the winner being in doubt right up to the post. Your guests really will have something to shout 
about as they watch their horses battle it out on the flat and over the fences! After each race team leader 
boards will be displayed to show how well (or how badly!) the teams are doing, while the winnings are 
collected and the race cards are handed around for the next race. This activity will entertain your 
delegates as they work together in their teams as the racing begins!

Costs & notes

What is included: Video screen projection / plasma screens, tote desk, sound system, interval music,
6 – 8 races with eight runners in each, tote tickets, race cards, pens, firebird compere and tote operators 

2 hour activity (6-8 races) 

• Up to 100 delegates 1 tote for up to 10 teams
• 101 – 200 delegates 2 totes for up to 20 teams
• 201 – 300 delegates increased AV & 3 totes for up to 30 teams
• 301 – 400 delegates increased AV & 4 totes for up to 40 teams

Recommended optional extra - LED wall Uplighters placed at intervals around the room to enhance
the space – these can be lit in green to tie in with the horseracing theme. 16 units for up 100 delegates, 
32 units for up to 300 delegates and 48 units for up to 400 delegates £POA

For events where AV and sound is already in place, we can provide an alternative package which 
excludes the production elements, £POA

For further information and photos CLICK HERE

 

HORSE RACING NIGHT   

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/horse-racing-nights


Based on the infamous Aussie show, let Firebird bring the bush tucker trials to your event! This visually amusing dinner show will have your audience
giggling and gasping as we select a large number of ‘volunteers’ to take part in trials such as; ‘Smile Through The Goo’ and ‘Can You Handle It?’

Our version of ‘I’m Not A Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here’ will be a visual feast for your delegates and may well leave some of them screaming “Get me out of
here!” This show is usually run between each course of your evening/lunchtime meal and is normally produced with a TV camera and screen which we will
organise for you. So, if you want to see just what your delegates are really made of, it has to be ‘I’m Not A Celebrity Get Me Out Of Here!’

Running Order
• introduction
• starter is served 
• round 1 starts: jungle bits and pieces - everyone to take part whilst seated at tables
• bush tucker trial 1 - smile through the goo - volunteers to take part
• main course is served
• round 2 starts: multiple choice jungle quiz - everyone to take part whilst seated at tables
• bush tucker trial 2 - taste the…? - volunteers to take part!
• dessert is served
• round 3 starts: sing the next line (jungle themes) - everyone to take part whilst seated at tables
• finale: bush tucker trial 3 - can you handle it? (animals game) - volunteers to take part, presenter to award spot prizes 

and close the event

What is included: Presenter, bush tucker trials and table based rounds, all animals, all animal handlers,
props, audience research, audio visual system including, radio mics, projector, screen and CD player

Delegate Numbers Fee
Up 50 people £POA 
51 – 100 people £POA 
101 – 150 people £POA 
151 – 300 people £POA 

For further information and photos CLICK HERE Video CLICK HERE

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/im-not-a-celebrity
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHxgHiUQlGw


Game Show Mania 

Game Show Mania is an interactive quiz featuring a medley of rounds from classic TV game shows.

Ever shouted the answers at your telly during a game show? Now’s your chance to see how well you would 
do as a contestant!

Rounds Include:

• Countdown - Teams attempt to make the longest word possible while the time ticks away and the annoying music plays!

• Catchphrase - Say what you see. Teams must solve Mr Chips’ picture riddles to reveal every day phrases.

• Shooting Stars - The ‘Pub Singer’ round. Teams must guess which popular song is being sung in the hilarious pub singer style!

• The Krypton Factor - The famous observation round. Teams must watch the comedy clip closely before answering the questions.

• Play Your Cards Right - A knock out round. Teams use their higher or lower arrows to correctly predict whether the next card in the sequence will be higher or 

lower (you get nothing for a pair!)

• Generation Game - Teams are shown how to make something fantastic out of modelling balloons and must do their best to recreate it.

• Banzai - A hilariously quirky round where teams can gamble their points by betting on their team mates’ performances in some fun activities. 

1 - 3 hour activity

Suitable for 10 – 500 + people

Package incudes: Game show presenter, PA system, game show music, sound effects, LCD projector, screen, team packs, stationery and fun prizes

For further information and photos CLICK HERE

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/game-show-mania


Firebird Events invite you to an unusual and unforgettable evening of drama, intrigue,
laughter and excitement. This is a murder mystery event like no other, providing a
level of performance and scripting that will surpass your expectations. Your guests are
the key witnesses to a brutal murder, and must solve critical clues to discover the
guilty party before they strike again... Suitable for any size event, our murder
mysteries are the perfect solution for private dinner parties, corporate events and as a
light hearted team building activity.

We can offer a selection of themed murder mysteries and plots can be themed to relate to your company or group. One of our
most popular is outlined here; ‘Murder at Lovelace Manor’ is a classical murder mystery set at the turn of the Twentieth
Century. Your guests have been invited to a charity evening held at the home of Lord and Lady Lovelace, but the evening takes
a turn for the worse as a horrific murder is committed. As the story unfolds no-one avoids suspicion. Through guest’s
deduction and cunning they must discover evidence to bring dirty secrets and sordid lies to the fore.

Suggested format (Teams/tables should between 5 - 12 delegates)

7.00pm Guests arrive for pre-dinner drinks and the actors mingle with your guests
7.40pm Lord Lovelace will announce dinner and guests will be escorted to the dining room
7.45pm The murder is committed
8.00pm Starter is served - clue packs are handed out
8.20pm Team investigation begins - suspects are brought forward and interviewed
8.30pm Main course is served
9.00pm Investigation continues as the final suspects are interviewed and twists unfold
9.20pm Dessert is served – characters mingle with guests and teams have the chance to interview suspects individually
9.45pm Teams present their findings
10.15pm The denouement
10.30pm Evening is brought to a close and prize is awarded

What is included:
• 4-6 professional actors playing 5-7 characters, bespoke script writing
• Blank firing starting pistol, provision of team names, clue packs and posting of room clues
• All props and character costumes. Site preparation and technical coordination with venue staff

Our requirements: A dressing room in close proximity to the dining room, hot food and soft drinks for all performers, prize for the winning
team i.e.: bottle of Champagne (optional)

2.5 - 3.5 hour activity (suitable for 10 – 150 people) 
Price: 4 actors: £POA, 5 actors: £POA, 6 actors: £POA   

For more than 100 guests a surround sound system and radio microphones will  be required, cost: £POA 

For further information and photos CLICK HERE

Video CLICK HERE

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/teambuilding/murder-mystery
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JO37ksXXDiE


Number of Guests Performance 
10-29 2 crashing waiters
30-70 3 crashing waiters
71-100 4 crashing waiters
101-200 5 crashing waiters 
201-350 6 crashing waiters 

What Is Included: Crashing waiters (fully costumed), kitchen utensils / 
other themed instruments for guests to play and keep, selection of 
performance instruments, chef hats / aprons for guest ‘soloists’ and an event 
never to be forgotten!

Sound Requirements: for larger events a good quality recognised surround 
sound system, 1 x head set microphone, sound operator may be required.  
Firebird Events can provide the aforementioned if required: Price £POA

For further information and photos CLICK HERE

Video CLICK HERE

 

 

CRASHING WAITERS 

THE  

Our highly popular dinner entertainment option, called Crashing Waiters, continues
to go from strength to strength, and provides the ultimate surprise for any dinner or
party. Your guests will never notice that the waiting staff, 'Maitre D and chef are not
who they think they are! They are, in fact, a talented group of professional dancers
and musicians who will shock your guests with an amazing ‘Stomp’-like
performance.

Then, it’s over to all your guests using kitchen utensils, water butts, metal trays, body
percussion and fabulous rhythms they will rapidly become a funky junk percussion
group. After few volunteers are invited up to the front to represent their table in a solo
section, complete with chef hats & aprons. Prizes may be awarded for the best
performers. Crashing Waiters is fast paced entertainment.

http://www.firebirdevents.co.uk/parties/cabaret/musical-cabaret-acts/crashing-waiters
http://youtu.be/v9RCxTOUlQ8
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EVENT MANAGEMENT
Our event managers and operators will ensure that every detail is taken care of. From pre-event planning to total on site execution, event staff are professional and approachable and will
have been thoroughly briefed before the event, leaving you free to enjoy your day.

Our event managers will take care of the following:
• Site visit (if required)
• Site preparation and technical coordination with venue staff
• Full event site plans
• Health and safety risk assessment
• On site contact for the duration of the event

WHY US
• We always strive to exceed customers’ expectations through our consistent attention to detail and unrivalled dedication to excellence.
• We have over 15 years of experience in both private and corporate events.
• We listen to your objectives and incorporate these whilst aspiring to the very highest of standards.
• We have worked with many of Europe’s largest corporations including Ferrari, IBM, British Airways, Toshiba, Coca Cola and AXA Life.
• Most importantly, our staff are selected not only for their ability but for their professionalism and friendly manner. Everyone will make an extra effort to ensure that your

event is just perfect.
• Firebird Events are covered by a minimum of £1 million Public Liability Insurance

NOTES
• All prices are subject to VAT at the current rate.
• All prices where an event set up fee is stated are subject to the relevant per head fee on top.
• All prices are subject to availability.
• Full payment will be due 30 days prior to event date (unless a credit account has been agreed in advance)
• Some services / items may be subject to minimum order fee.
• Costs may be subject to a credit card surcharge.
• Prices may be subject to travel and accommodation charges.
• Our operators may require hot food and soft drinks throughout the event.


